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ABSTRACT 
Consider the p x II random matrix X which is normally distributed with mean M, and 
let the covariance matrix between any two columns of X (say xi and Xi) be yij (Z + B,). 
Expectations and covariances of the maximum likelihood estimators of M and Z are 
given for the situation when yij and xc are known. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that observations on an object consist of two distinct and independent 
components. One way of representing this situation is to use the terminology 
of “signal” and “noise” components. That is, let the vector of observations for 
object i be xi, which consists of “signal” component yi and “noise” component 
Ei (independent of yi). We use the “signal-noise” terminology here even if this 
notion may not be quite appropriate for the models assumed. 
The notation adopted here is that lowercase letters denote vectors while upper- 
case ones denote matrices. This means that no distinction will be made between 
random variables and observed values, although the context should make it clear. 
Thus, let 
Xi = yj + Ei (i = 1,2, . . . , n), (1.1) 
where yi is assumed to have a p-dimensional multivariate normal distribution with 
mean /J and covariance matrix C, while the noise vector pi is also multivariate 
normal with mean 0 and covariance Cc. It is further assumed that the yi ‘s are 
independent, while 
cOv(Er, 6) = Yrs&, (1.2) 
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where - 1 5 yrs 5 1. 
Define the p x n observation matrix X as X = (xl, x2, . . . , x,). It follows 
that xi has multivariate normal distribution and, under (1.2), 
covbr, X8> = Yrs(C + &I. (1.3) 
It can be shown that the probability density function of X can be written as 
f(X 1 M, E, EC, r) = (2~r)-“~‘~]C + &]-n’2]r]--p’2 
x exp { - $tr[(E + E,)-‘(X - M)r-‘(X - M)‘]} 
(1.4) 
[see, for example, Lawoko (1990)], where M = pl’, r = {yrs} is the correlation 
matrix for X, tr denotes the trace of a matrix, and 1 is a column vector of unit 
elements. It is assumed that ZE, &, and r are positive definite matrices. We 
consider the estimation of some of the unknown parameters in the model in (1.4). 
In previous related work, models which are similar to (1.3) have been proposed. 
For example, Hjort and Mohn (1984) considered the model where yi - N&, (l- 
r)C), or - N(0, rE>, and cov(Ej, ek) = plk-jlrC, where ]k - j] denotes the 
distance between objects (pixels in this case) k and j, 0 5 r < 1, and p is the 
autocorrelation coefficient. It follows that vector xi has a multivariate normal 
distribution with mean p and covariance matrix C, and 
cov(X) = R @ IS;, 
where @ denotes the Kronecker product. The elements of R are 
(Rij} = f-+ j f ;; L 
Another related model is the proportional covariance model of Switzer (1985). In 
this model, it was assumed that 
COV(Yk, Yj> = blk - jl Cy 
and 
(plus other conditions), where b and c are scalars. 
Concerning the estimation of parameters for these models, Green et al. (1988) 
discuss the estimation of some parameters in the proportional covariance model of 
Switzer (1985). Mardia (1984) and Lawoko (1990) also considered the estimation 
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of parameters for a spatial discrimination model in which the noise and signal 
components of the signature vector are not separated. 
In deriving some of the properties of the estimators of parameters for the model 
in (1.4), the following result is used. 
RESULT I. Considera p xn multivariate observation matrix X = (xl, x2, . . . , 
x,) with E(X) = Mandcov(X) = lJ@V. Thenfornonrandomrnatrices A, B, C 
of appropriate dimensions, we have 
(a) E(XAX’) = (tr AU)V + MAM’, 
(b) E(X’BX) = (tr BV) U + M’AM, 
(c) E(XCX) = VC’U + MCM, 
(d) E(XAX’CXBX’) = [(tr Ar)C + MAM’]C[(tr Br)C + MBM’] 
+ (tr A’l-BI-)ZC’C + ZC’MA’I-BM’ 
+ (tr ArBr)(tr CZ)C + MArB’M’C’C 
+ (tr AM’CMBr)C + (tr CC)MArBM’. 
ProojI These results are given and proved in Neudecker and Wansbeek (1987). 
w 
2. ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS 
To obtain the maximum likelihood estimators of C and M we assume that 
C, and F are known (and n > p). This assumption means that some external 
information is available about the noise process, which may be in the form of some 
prior information or some algorithm which separates ignal from noise and makes 
it possible to estimate the parameters for the noise process independently. The 
problem of separating noise from signal is not a trivial one if we want to avoid 
“blurring”; see, for example, Green et al. (1988), who consider this problem for 
the proportional covariance model mentioned earlier. 
Since it is assumed that C and & are positive definite, it follows that it is 
possible to find an orthogonal matrix H such that 
H’(C + &)H = A, 
where A is a matrix. Also. 
IX + &I = WI IX + &I IHI 
= lH’(E + C,)Hj = IAl 
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Hence the density function in (1.4) can be rewritten as 
f(X 1 M, EC, Cc, r) = (2~r)-~p’~1A1-“‘~1l7-p’~ 
x exp { - $tr[(H’A-‘H)(X - M)r-‘(X - M)‘]}, 
and the logarithm of the likelihood function of the sample observations is 
L=logf(XIM,C,C,,r)=const-ilogjA)-:loglI’l 
+[H’A-‘H(X - M)r-l(x - M)‘]. 
(2.1) 
Differentiating (2.1) with respect to M and A, equating to zero, and solving 
gives 
Since 
2 = n-lH(x - i&r-l(x - h2)‘iT. 
it follows that 
2 = n-l(x - iG)r-l(x - G)’ - c,, 
j@ = pi’ = (i’r-Ii)--lxr-111’. (2.2) 
LetX=(xl,xz,..., x,) be a matrix of multivariate observations with prop- 
erties as defined in (1. l), (1.3), and (1.4). If l? and & are known, the following 
results about the estimators of M and C hold. 
RESULT 2. The maximum likelihood estimators of M and IZ are those given 
in (2.2). 
Proo$ The proof is identical to that of a similar result in Lawoko (1990). n 
RESULT 3. The maximum likelihood estimator @ of M is an unbiased 
estimator, and its covariance is given by 
COV@) = n(l’r-‘l)-‘C + n(l’r-‘l)-lx,. 
ProojI From (2.2), we have 
E(G) = E[(iT-li)-lxr-lii’] 
= (iT-li)-lMr-lii’ 
= (iT-li)-lpiT-lii’ 
= pl’ = M. 
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Hence the maximum likelihood estimator G is an unbiased estimator of M. 
To derive the covariance of G, consider 
(ii - M)(G - M)’ 
= [(l’r-‘l)_‘xr-‘11’ - M][(l'r-'l)_'XI+1 - M]’ 
= [(i’r-li)-l(x - M)r-lii’][(i’r-li)-l(x - kf)r-lii’]’ 
= (i’r-li)-l(x - h4)r-1ii’iiT-1(x - ~4)‘. 
Therefore 
E[(G - M)($ - M)‘] 
= (iT-1i)-2E[(x - ii4)r-1iiWr-1(x -M)‘]. 
Since E(X - M) = 0, using Result l(a), we obtain 
cov($ = E[(% - M)(G - M)‘] 
= (i’r-1i)-2tr[(r-1ii’ii’r-1)r](~ + ~~1 
= (i’r-1i)-2 tr(ii’r-lii’) (E + xc) 
= (i’r-li)-l tr(ii’) (X + c,) 
= n(i’r-li)-l(C + xc) 
= n(i’r-li)-lx + n(iT-li)-lC,. 
RESULT 4. The maximum likelihood estimator 5 of ZZ is a biased estimator, 
and 
E(z) = n-‘(n - 1)C - .-‘C,. 
ProoJ From (2.2), we know that 
E(n%) = E[(X - $)r-‘(X - I@)‘] - nC,. 
Insert the expression for G from (2.2) to get 
(x - @r-l(x - i?)’ 
= [x - (iT-li)-lxr-lii’]r-l[x’ - (iT-li)-lii’r-lx’] 
= m-lx’ - (i’r-li)-lxr-lii’r-lx’ 
= xr-l[z - (iT-li)-liiT-l]x’ 
= XDX’, (2.3) 
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where 
D = r-'[I - (l’I+)-lll’r-‘]. 
Thus, from Result l(a), 
E[(X - G)P(X - a>‘] 
i;; E(XDX') 
= (+-'[I - (1’~-11)-111’~-1]1’})(~ + I&) + MDM’. 
Note that 
MDM’ = (pl’)(I’-‘[Z - (l’r-‘l)-‘ll’r-‘]](pl’)’ 
= pi’r-li~’ - (i’r-li)-l~i’r-lii’r-ll~’ 
= piT-hpf - pi’r-lij.d = 0. 
The above expectation can be written as 
~[(x - @r-l(x - $1 = [n - (i’r-lly-l tr(il’r-ljj(z + c,) 
= (n - l)(F + C,). 
Therefore 
E(ntQ = (n - 1)(X + I&) - nC, 
= (n - 1)X - E,. 
That is, 
E(2) = n-$2 - l)C - K’C,. 
RESULTS. The unbiased maximum likelihood &&nator of I= is 
n(n - l)-‘% + (n - 1)~‘c,. 
Proof: Consider 
E[n(n - 1>-5 + (n - l)-‘cs] 
= n(n - $)-k(e) + (n - I)-‘& 
= n(n - 1)-+&z - 1)X -n-‘&j + (n - 1)~‘z:, 
F c. 
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If we now let g* = n(n - 1)-l?? + (n - I)-‘&, we obtain the following 
results. 
RESULT 6. The matrix %* is an unbiased estimator of C, and the covariance 
of C* is given by 
co”(5*) = + + xc,y +- 
n- .‘,I ( tr LX f I&)]@ + &I. 
Pro05 From Result 5, we know that E(%*) = Z. Thus 
co@*) = a[@* - I=)(%* - E)‘] 
= E(Z“*) - x2. 
Using the expressions in (2.2) and (2.3), we get 
A* = x (n - l)-‘Xl?-‘[I - (l’r-‘l)-‘ll’r-‘IX’ 
-n(n - I)-‘& + (n - l)-‘C, 
= (n - l)-lxr-l[z - (i’r-li)-lii’r-l]x’ - & 
= xcx’- c,, 
where 
C = (n - i)-lr-l[z - (i’r-li)-lii’r-l], 
= (n - l)-‘D. 
Hence we rewrite E’* as 
-** = (XCX’ - xc)* I: 
= xcx’xcx’ - 2XCX’C, + g, 
so that 
E(%**> = E(XCX’XCX’) - ~E(xcx’)c, + x,2. 
We now evaluate the previous expression term by term. Since MCM’ = 0, using 
Result l(a), we get 
zqxcx’) = (trcr)(c + c,) 
= (n - 1)-l ti{r-l[z - (iT-li)-lii’r-l]r} (E + E,) 
=X$-L&. 
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FromResultl(d),notingthatE(X) = M, cov(X) = r@(ZZ+E,),andMCM’= 
0, we have 
E(XCX’XCX’) = [(tr Cl-)(X + &)I2 + (@ c’rcne + &I2 
+ (x + C,)Mc’rcM + Mcrc’M(Z + EE) 
+ (ti cr)*k(I: + xJ(x + xc,) 
+ (tr cM’zt4cr)(x + xF) 
+ [tr (c + C,)IMcrcM’. (2.4) 
After some matrix algebra, we obtain the following results: 
trcr = (n - i)-ltr{r-l[z - (i’r-li)-lii’r-l]r} = 1, 
and 
tr c’rcr 
= (n - i)-*tr([z - (iT-li)-lr-lii’][z - r-l(i’r-li)-lii’]} 
= (n - i)-2~[z - 2(iT-1i)-1r-1ii’+ (i’r-1i)-2r-1ii’r-1ii’] 
= (n - 1)-t. 
Since 
zt4cT = (n - 1)-l{pi’[z - (iT-li)-lr-lii’]r-lr} = 0, 
it follows that 
k0ZrcM = 0. 
From MCr = 0. we have 
MCIT’M = 0, 
trcrcr = (n - 1)-t, 
MCI-CM’ = 0, 
CM’MCl- = 0. 
Thus 
tr CM’MCF = 0. 
The results are used in (2.4), which then reduces to 
E(XCX’XCX’) = (Z + c,>* + (n - l)-‘(Z + c,>2 
+ (n - l)-‘[tr(E + &)](I: + cc>. 
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Thus E(?2) can be expressed as 
E(E*2) = (E + Cd2 + (n - I)-‘@ + C,)2 
+ (n - l)-‘rtm + C,)l(C + &) 
- 2(X + &)C, + c,2, 
so that 
co”(55*) = E(E*2) - c2 
= 2’c + &)2 - 2cc, - c,2 - x2 
+ (n - I)-‘[@ + &)I@ + TZE) 
RESULT 7. The covariance matrix between the unbiased estimator %* of II 
and 2 is given by 
CO”(G, E*) = (l’r-‘1)~‘r11’r’(C + &)CM’ 
+ M[2M’ - (l’r-‘l)_‘Z]CM’. 
Proo$ We have seen that I$ = (l’I’-ll)-lXr-lll’ and 
%* = XCX’ - Ct. Noting that E[(l’r-ll)-lXr-lll’&] = MC, and 
E (xr-lii'xcx')=rii'r(C+I=,)~M' 
+(i'r-h)d4(~ + c,)+ 2(i'r-1i)d42c~'+m3v', 
we have 
E(S*) = E[(i'r-li)-lxr-lii'xcx'- (i'r-li)-lxr-lii'c,] 
= (i'r-li)-lrii'r-l(~+ C,)CM' 
+M[~M’+ (iT-li)-lz]chf'+m, 
so that 
cov@ z*) = E@*) - MC 
= (i'r-li)-lrii'r-l(~+C,)cM' 
+ kf(2kf’+ (iT-1i)-1z)cit4'. 
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3. UNKNOWN r AND CE 
When all the parameters are unknown, the problem is not identifiable unless 
assumptions are made which reduce the number of unknown parameters. For 
example, the matrix r may have some patterned structure. An alternative approach 
is to separate the “noise” from the “signal” and then estimate the parameters of the 
“noise” component separately. Switzer (1985) and Green et al. (1988) developed 
a noise separation algorithm for a related model, but the properties of the resultant 
estimators have not been fully investigated. This problem is under investigation 
by the authors of this article, and results will be reported elsewhere. 
This work was completed while one of us (C.R.O.L.) was visiting the Depart- 
ment of Statistics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, U.S.A. 
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